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Grimshaw’s portfolio of workplace design has expanded with a new project in the dynamic 
Bristol Temple Quarter Enterprise Zone. Working for Skanska, the practice is developing a 
master plan for Bristol Temple Square, as well as a building within the site to house Engine 
Shed 02, a start-up incubator and co-working space. 

This development will form a dynamic and visitor-friendly link between the Bristol Temple 
Meads Railway Station and the city centre. The master plan encompasses a newly created 
site which unlocks a previously isolated piece of land. It prioritises pedestrians and cyclists 
with a new walkway, the Brunel Mile, and a new public square set to reinvigorate the area.  

Grimshaw’s scheme for Engine Shed 02 breathes new life into the long derelict, Grade II 
listed George and Railway Hotel, elegantly connecting a new six storey office and co-
working space.  Proposing over 43,000 sq ft of floor space, the building is adaptable and 
column-free, with configurable spaces suited to the current and future needs of Bristol’s 
start-up and business community.  

Lower levels are designed to emulate a ‘shed’ through the use of profiled metal cladding 
and external structural steel elements. Responding to its context, the home for Engine 
Shed 02 celebrates the engineering legacy of Victorian architecture with its lower floors 
referencing features of the adjacent hotel, and its relatable scale ensures the scheme sits 
in harmony with its neighbour.  

The character of the upper levels of the building is distinct from its industrial base, with 
the use of diffuse screening elements and patterned glass creating a considered mass that 
adds discernable presence to the scheme. The glazed office element provides the shell for 
a commercial office space yet retains the spatial qualities of an art gallery or studio, 
ultimately creating an environment that can flex to needs of the businesses it will house. 

Grimshaw Principal, Andrew Byrne has said, “The building for Engine Shed 02 and wider 
master plan for Bristol Temple Square are ambitious projects in an exciting new 
development. We relish the chance to provide considered architecture for a world 
renowned start-up incubator, and look forward to setting the benchmark for 
developments of this kind as Bristol continues its drive to be a leading tech and business 
hub.” 

A public consultation was held earlier this month, and the planning application for Engine 
Shed 02 was submitted to Bristol City Council yesterday. 
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About Grimshaw 

Grimshaw is an award-winning, international architectural practice with offices in New 
York, London, Doha, Dubai, Kuala Lumpur, Melbourne and Sydney employing over 400 
staff. Committed to providing architecture of the highest calibre, the company’s work is 
characterised by strong conceptual legibility, innovation and a rigorous approach to 
detailing, underpinned by the principles of enduring and sustainable design. Complete 
architectural services are provided: master planning, feasibility studies and planning 
applications through tendering to construction and inspections on site. Grimshaw’s 
international portfolio covers all major sectors, and has been honoured with over 170 
international design awards including the prestigious Lubetkin Prize. 

https://grimshaw.global 

 

 

About Skanska 

Skanska, established in 1887, is one of the world’s leading project development and 
construction groups. The UK operation is one of the country’s top contractors. 
 
Skanska, a leading construction company and developer, is an inclusive and responsible 
business that is helping to build for a better society. Known for major projects, such as the 
Gherkin and Crossrail, we are building, upgrading and maintaining the country’s 
infrastructure. Drawing on our Scandinavian heritage, we are green, innovative and 
progressive. We bring together people and technology, as part of our quest to make 
construction a safer and more collaborative industry. 
 
Operating around the world in selected home markets in Europe and the US, Skanska is 
listed on the Stockholm stock exchange and headquartered in Sweden’s capital city. 
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